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Abstract: The forecast of electricity consumption plays a fundamental role in the environmental
impact of a tourist destination. Poor forecasting, under certain circumstances, can lead to huge
economic losses and air pollution, as prediction errors usually have a large impact on the utilisation
of fossil fuel-generation plants. Due to the seasonality of tourism, consumption in areas where the
industry represents a big part of the economic activity follows a different pattern than in areas with
a more regular economic distribution. The high economic impact and seasonality of the tourist
activity suggests the use of variables specific to it to improve the electricity demand forecast. This
article presents a Holt–Winters model with a tourism indicator to improve the effectiveness on the
electricity demand forecast in the Balearic Islands (Spain). Results indicate that the presented model
improves the accuracy of the prediction by 0.3%. We recommend the use of this type of model
and indicator in tourist destinations where tourism accounts for a substantial amount of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), we can control a significant amount of the flow of tourists and the electrical
balance is controlled mainly by fossil fuel power plants.
Keywords: electricity; tourism; time series; forecasting

1. Introduction
Tourism is growing worldwide, as is its environmental impact on tourist destinations. Evaluating
the impact of tourism goes further than evaluating the economic facet; it must also take into account
both its environmental and social dimensions [1,2]. Among the environmental dimensions, positive
and negative impacts on biodiversity, erosion and physical damage, pollution, resources or landscape
change have been reported [3]. The extent and nature of the environmental impact of tourism is related
to the magnitude of the development and the volume of visitors, but also to the spatial and temporal
concentration of tourism activities [4]. Thus, accurate forecasting of visitors allows to allocate the
appropriate resources benefiting the sustainable development of tourism destinations [5]. Specifically,
in the Balearic Islands, one of the main resources to manage is electricity. The vast majority of services
require it to function, and have great economic and environmental impact.
Electricity demand management is a key factor—its development and use are increasing, both in
terms of production and distribution. The efficiency of managing such resources has a big economic
impact, as electricity powers a large amount of devices of any kind used. Energy cannot be stored
in large quantities; rather, it must be produced on demand. Losses are generated when there is a
mismatch between production and consumption. As energy is produced based on consumption
prediction, reducing losses necessitates improving demand forecasts. A better prediction model will
improve electricity production management.
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The main objective of this paper is to present a new short-term prediction model for energy
consumption that incorporates tourism indicators as a predictor. More precisely, we propose a new
model that improves consumption prediction in an area where the tourism industry accounts for
a big amount of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the Balearic Islands. Following Bakhat and
Roselló [6], we incorporated Daily Human Pressure Indicator (DHPI). DHPI considers the variation
on the population due to the increase or decrease of tourists. We hypothesised that the variation of
the population in the tourism area is impacting the amount of electric energy consumed while other
factors, such as temperature, remain constant. Therefore, introducing DHPI in a prediction model will
improve significantly the energy consumption prediction.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we review the literature concerning the worked
topics, in Section 3, we study the electrical demand in the Balearic Islands, and the associated emissions;
in Section 4, we introduce the new model including a touristic indicator; in Section 5 we analyse the
results and discuss them. Section 6 reflects on the conclusions and limitations of the study.
2. Literature Review
Research into the environmental impact of the tourism industry [7–9] has been focused primarily
on determining the impact of transportation utilisation subserving it. Indeed, air transportation alone
is believed to account for more than 60% of this impact. Scott et al. [10–12] analysed the tourism impact
on Climate Change and Paris Agreement effects for the tourism industry.
Becken and Simmons [13] and Gössling [14,15] have described the potential environmental
damage caused by tourism activities. Tourism impact on emissions has been reported by several
authors (Meng et al. [16], Lee y Brahmasrene [17] Paramati et al. [18]). Specifically, tourism contributes
approximately 5% to the global emissions of CO2 [19]. Important here is the increasing concern
across countries about global warming, as is impacted by the latter. Such concerns extend to the
energetic impact of tourism activities [20,21] as the industry represents one of the greatest energy
consumers [7,13,15,22–25], especially in the European Union where travel and tourism represents the
highest contributor to the GDP and visitors’ exports [26].
Studies have also paid attention to the hospitality industry ([16] Becken et al. [23,27]), a subsegment
of tourism, as a primary energy consumer. World Tourism Organization and the United Nations
Environment Programme estimated that accommodation accounts for 21% of tourism’s total greenhouse
gas emissions [26].
Despite these worrisome indicators, the broadscale energy consumption and environmental
pollution caused by tourism have not declined since the 1990s [10,11,28–31]. Pablo-Romero et al. [32],
in fact, found an increasingly positive relationship between electricity consumption of the hospitality
sector and overnight stays, and Katircioglu et al. [29] reported a positive relationship between tourist
arrivals and energy consumption. Consequently, they recommended energy-efficiency measures, such
as the adoption of renewable energy systems and the development of energy management capabilities.
Moreover, the electricity consumption elasticity values of the hospitality sector (with respect to tourist
overnight stays) have the highest values in touristic areas, indicating that for the same overnight
stays the impact on electricity consumption is higher in these areas and, thus negatively affecting
sustainability [33]. Other researchers [31,34,35] have indicated that provision of quality hotel service
can produce increases in energy consumption.
The increase of tourism in certain areas is expected to increase the environmental impact on tourist
destinations. Several initiatives have recently been undertaken by destination stakeholders to reduce
its negative effects. These actions have focused mainly on governments setting environmental policy
measures, setting objectives and providing financial support to reduce their carbon footprint [36] and
tourism companies reducing energy and water consumption [37,38]. Following this line, there is still
room for improvement within the actual technological system. More precisely, improving energy
consumption prediction is able to reduce the environmental impact of energy utilisation and, at the
same time, lower its overall cost.
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Production management is also affected by generation units. Generation units are distributed
between the available electrical production technologies that enable the electricity source to control the
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Figure 4 elucidates some of the primary factors causing emissions to continue their upward
climb. Coal power stations represent half of the electrical generation. They are generally used as the
main source, although other alternatives with less negative environmental impact are available.
Renewables have a low generation ratio and, despite the green-focused policies, the ratio is still about
5%. The way to reduce this trend is to make greater investments in renewable energies [44]. In
addition, a more useful and accurate electricity demand forecast would help to program the
generation units (thereby enabling a change in the ratio of energy sources in favour of those that are
renewable [45,46]).
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Figure 5 shows data regarding arrivals and departures to and from the Islands, through both
airand
seaports. It can be seen that tourist arrivals by ship and airplane exceed 20,000,000
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passengers. The plot shows an increasing trend, due in part to local government policies [48,49].
Tourism can be expected to remain the main economic activity in the Island in the ensuing years.
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evolution on DHPID within the years 1997 to 2017 for the main Islands Mallorca and Menorca.
The DHPI shows a high seasonal behaviour, with maximum peaks during summer, as the tourism
in Balearic Islands is closely related to weather conditions [48]. An in-depth analysis of the indicator
can reveal that the seasonality of electrical demand and DHPI are closely related. This point permits
the DHPI to be integrated as part of an electricity demand model.
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The DHPI shows a high seasonal behaviour, with maximum peaks during summer, as the
tourism in Balearic Islands is closely related to weather conditions [48]. An in-depth analysis of the
indicator can reveal that the seasonality of electrical demand and DHPI are closely related. This point
permits the DHPI to be integrated as part of an electricity demand model.
4. Model Development
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4. Model Development
Most TSOs use time series to model the behaviour of the electricity demand and price. This kind
of tools have turned out to be very powerful as they provide very accurate predictions, although
sometimes they are complex. Time series use the observed data in the past to fit a model, and later
predict new values. Weron [51] gathers the state of the art of the techniques used for this purpose [52].
This author organises the forecasting methods in statistical methods, artificial intelligence and others.
For the first group, representative methods are ARIMA models, exponential smoothing, including
Holt–Winters methods, state space models and AR-models. The second group includes neural networks
and support vector machines. Some other naïve methods are also available; however, their use is
minor. TSOs usually develop their own models as a combination of all the former. In Spain, REE uses
its own model in which 24 hourly subsets are forecasted each hour, and there is a daily forecast for
medium-term purposes [53,54]. This model is based on the decomposition, for each hour of demand,
in basic load (where trend and seasonality are included) and load modifiers due to special days or
climatic factors. The basic load is adjusted to an ARIMA time series model, while the modifiers are
dummy variables. Usually, TSOs do not publish their own forecasting models; they use a combination
of several time series techniques, as described by Suganthi [55]. Electricité de France developed its
own model based on regression models and Fourier decomposition of the seasonality [56,57], whereas
TERNA (Italy’s TSO) uses a model more similar to REE’s [58,59].
This paper focuses on Holt–Winters’ methods, as they are very efficient in electricity demand
forecasting, due to their simplicity and accuracy on time series with a strong seasonal effect [60].
4.1. Basic Holt–Winters Methods
The Holt–Winters exponential smoothing methods (HW) were introduced by P.R Winters [61]
in the 1960s. These methods consist of several smoothing equations, which model the level, trend
and seasonal components in the observed data. A final equation uses the information of smoothing
equations to provide forecasts, and thus, it is named forecasting equation. In all models, there is at
least one level equation. The other equations can be avoided if no trend or no seasonality is considered.
Equations (2)–(5) show the Holt–Winters model.
Lt = α




Xt
+ (1 − α)(Lt−1 + Tt−1 )
It−s

(2)

Tt = γ(Lt − Lt−1 ) + (1 − γ)Tt−1


Xt
It = δ
+ (1 − δ)It−s
Lt It−s

(3)

X̂t+k = (Lt + kTt )It−s+k + ϕkAR εt

(5)

(4)

where Lt is the level equation with a smoothing parameter α, Tt stands for the trend equation, with
smoothing parameter γ and It is the seasonal indices of cycle length s and smoothing parameter δ. Xt is
the observed data whereas X̂t+k is the k-ahead predictions; ϕkAR is the adjustment factor related to the
first autocorrelation error (εt ). Gardner et al. [62] and latterly Taylor [63] include a damping factor in
the trend. Williams and Miller [64] propose a new model in which interventions are modelled as level
adjustments. The most important evolution is introduced by J.W. Taylor by including the double [65]
and triple seasonal [66] Holt–Winters (HWT), and an adjustment using the first autocorrelation error
(AR1), that improves the forecasts [67]. Trull et al. use discrete-interval moving seasonalities to model
Easter holidays [68].
The equations in the model can be combined using different methods: additive and multiplicative.
The previous methods used an additive method for trends, while seasonal indices were included
using a multiplicative one. García-Díaz and Trull [69] generalise these methods to n seasonalities and
apply them using three factors followed by the seasonal cycle length. The first factor stands for the
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trend method, the second for the seasonal method, and the third describes whether the model has
been adjusted with AR1. Table 1 summarises all possible combinations. As an example, a 24 h-length
multiplicative trend, multiplicative seasonality including AR1 adjustment will expressed as MMC24 .
Table 1. Summary of Holt–Winters (HWT) method combinations.
Seasonality

None

Multip.

None

Normal

Trend
None
Additive
Damped Additive
Multiplicative
Damped Multiplicative

Additive

NNL
ANL
dNL
MNL
DNL

Additive

Multip.

AR(1) Adjusted

NAL
AAL
dAL
MAL
DML

NML
AML
dML
DML
DML

NNC
ANC
dNC
MNC
DMC

NAC
AAC
dAC
MAC
DAC

NMC
AMC
dMC
MMC
DMC

The parameters are obtained through an optimisation algorithm, by minimising the error of a
one-step-ahead forecast compared to observed values. The Holt–Winters methods are recursive; it is
thus mandatory to obtain at the beginning the initial values of each model. The level was obtained
as the moving average of the first two cycles. The trend was calculated by averaging the difference
between the first and the second cycle. The seasonal indices were obtained by dividing each value of
the first cycle by moving average. The minimisation algorithm is then launched, with the smoothing
parameters bounded between 0 and 1. The root of the mean of the squared error (RMSE) is used to
measure the error. RMSE is defined in Equation (6).
v
t
RMSE =

m

2
1 X
X̂t − Xt
m

(6)

t=1

where m is the number of observed values in the time series used to fit the model.
4.2. New Holt–Winters with the DHPI Model
The first autocorrelation error obtained during the model fit, as a result of the optimisation, reflects
the variability of the series itself, but also could be related to another exogenous variable. The addition
of the AR1 adjustment improves the forecasting accuracy, but some information could be lost. The
innovation proposed in this paper consists in splitting this error into two components: one due to the
effect of the variability by tourism indicators and the other due to the variability of the series itself. It is
possible to perform this action because, as explained in the introductory section, the energy use of the
Balearic Islands is highly related to tourism; it is also geographically aisled.
The air temperature is an exogenous variable that is commonly integrated into the model(s)
used [70], but, for very short-term forecasting, it is not necessary. The demand itself captures the
temperature transitions [71]. Only abrupt changes in the climate conditions could have influence on the
model; however, the temperature in Balearic Islands is relatively smooth and thus can be considered
constant. In the same way, GDP is a variable that must be kept out of the model. While it may have
influence in the long term [72], it is not possible to include it in the model. The series correspond to the
aggregate demand of all energy of the islands, and not only that related to tourism. However, the fact
that tourism has such a high percentage of GDP means that demand must be associated with tourism
components, such as the DHPI, contrary to other places where the weight of tourism is not so high,
and its effect is diluted among other sectors. A good sample is the peninsula, where the industrial
sector exerts its influence.
The procedure to integrate the indicator in the model was as follows: First, we obtained a simple
Holt–Winters model for the DHPI without AR1 adjustment, as the error will be used in the main model.
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We used the Holt–Winters model for DHPI because the time series shows a high seasonal component
and is proportional to the demand model. The DHPI model is described by Equations (7)–(10).
LDHPI
t





 DHPIt 
DHPI
= αDIPH  DHPI  + (1 − αDHPI ) LDHPI
t−1 + Tt−1
It−s



DHPI
DHPI
+ (1 − γDHPI )Tt−1
−
L
TtDHPI = γDHPI LDHPI
t
t−1


 XtDHPI 
DHPI
DHPI
= δDHPI  DHPI DHPI  + (1 − δDHPI )It−s
It
Lt
It−s


DHPI DHPI
X̂DHPI t+k = LDHPI
+
kT
It−s+k
t
t

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

where LDHPI
, TtDHPI and ItDHPI are the equations for level, trend and seasonal indices with smoothing
t
parameters αDIPH , γDHPI and δDHPI for the DIPH. X̂DHPI t+k are the k-ahead prediction values for
DHPI. The error made by the forecasts of (10) is a very important information. The model defined by
(2)–(5) does not react to forecasts produced by (10) because that information is latent in the model.
However, a big difference between the forecast of (10) and DHPI means a special situation, that the
model (2)–(5) cannot adequately describe or account for. We tried using covariates, as explained by
Bermúdez [73], but the results were not positive. The way to relate mismatches in the both forecasting
equations—demand and DHPI—is through a linear combination, as shown in (11).
h
i
X̂t+k = (Lt + kTt )It−s+k + ϕkAR εt − ρ(X̂DHPI t+k − DHPIt+k )

(11)

Here, ρ is the relation factor between both models. The complete model is thus expressed as in
Equations (12)–(19).
Lt = α




Xt
+ (1 − α)(Lt−1 + Tt−1 )
It−s

Tt = γ(Lt − Lt−1 ) + (1 − γ)Tt−1


Xt
It = δ
+ (1 − δ)It−s
Lt It−s




 DHPIt 
DHPI
DHPI
Lt
= αDIPH  DHPI  + (1 − αDHPI ) LDHPI
t−1 + Tt−1
It−s


DHPI
DHPI
TtDHPI = γDHPI LDHPI
−
L
+ (1 − γDHPI )Tt−1
t
t−1


 XtDHPI 
DHPI
DHPI
It
= δDHPI  DHPI DHPI  + (1 − δDHPI )It−s
Lt
It−s


DHPI DHPI
X̂DHPI t+k = LDHPI
+
kT
It−s+k
t
t
h
i
X̂t+k = (Lt + kTt )It−s+k + ϕkAR εt − ρ(X̂DHPI t+k − DHPIt+k )

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

In order to exploit the model, variables should match on the resolution. Electricity demand is provided
hourly, while DHPI is daily. This discrepancy is solved by using 24 hourly models for electricity
demand, one for each hour, that share the same DHPI. That is, we used 24-h models to forecast
every day.
5. Results
In order to check the effectiveness of the new proposed model, we tested all methods in Table 1.
An analysis was carried out, in which the forecasts for the electricity demand for Mallorca and Menorca
were validated. We split the available data into two subsets: we used 90% of the observed values to fit
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the models and obtain the parameters, and the rest to perform an out-of-sample validation, making
forecasts and comparing with real values.
To obtain the new parameter ρ, we tested two different methods, as it was not clear which one
could be more efficient:
1.
2.

two-step process, where both models were fit separately to obtain the parameters. Then,
parameters were combined to obtain ρ.
The DHPI was initially fit, as the electricity demand model requires its error. After obtaining
DHPI parameters and error, the complete model is simultaneously adjusted, including ρ.

The forecast accuracy for m-ahead forecasts was measured using the Mean Average Percentage
Error (MAPE) defined in (20).
m

1 X Xt − X̂t
·100
MAPE =
m
Xt

(20)

t=1

The validation process of the method consists in making forecasts for a specific horizon, and
comparing them with the real data obtained a posteriori during a period. This period is chosen
according to whether it is sufficiently representative [74,75]. We used a forecast horizon of 24 h (typical
for the short-term forecasting) during a period of 7 days, as tourists’ average stay in the Island is about
8 days (source: IBESTAT). The analysis compared the MAPE obtained using the basic model against the
new proposal. The average improvement obtained for Mallorca and Menorca is summarized in Table 2.
Although all methods in Table 1 were tested, only the most relevant are shown in Table 2. The new
proposal outperforms the basic model as it reduces MAPE. The best results are obtained in Mallorca,
as the tourist population is much bigger in Mallorca, as is its influence on the results. Additionally, we
decided to apply for further analysis the all-in-one method as it outperformed the two-step one.
Table 2. Forecast comparison of the new proposal against the standard method. Average reduction of
the hourly MAPE% for 7-days-ahead forecasts in Mallorca and Menorca.
Mallorca

AMC
AAC
NAC
NMC

Menorca

2-STEP

ALL-IN-ONE

2-STEP

ALL-IN-ONE

−0.06
−0.05
−0.05
−0.06

−0.12
−0.10
−0.09
−0.11

−0.03
−0.03
−0.03
−0.03

−0.02
−0.03
−0.03
−0.03

Based on the former results, we focused the analysis on the Mallorca electricity demand, and we
built Table 3. It shows an hourly split of the MAPE improvement against the basic model. The main
improvements are produced during the central hours of the day. These results might be indicating the
relation between the energy consumption and tourists’ activity. Our results indicate that the proposed
model can reach an improvement of 0.3% in MAPE. This results in an estimated reduction of 200 kg
CO2 /hour.
Figure 7 shows a comparison chart for a random day between the demand forecasts given by the
regular HW model and the proposed new model. It is appreciated as the new proposal outperforms
the results, and approaches the real demand. This graph shows how the introduction of the DHPI acts
in the model, bringing the forecast closer to the real demand compared to the regular model. In any
case, it is a random example, and at other times the result may be different, although on average the
improvements indicated in Table 3 will be obtained.
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Table 3. Hourly MAPE reduction in the electricity forecasting for Mallorca. A comparison among the
selected models.
Hour

AMC

AAC

NAC

NMC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

0.0
−0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
−0.1
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
−0.1
−0.2
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.2
−0.2
−0.3
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.1
0.0
−0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
−0.1
−0.2
−0.2
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.1
0.0
−0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
−0.1
−0.2
−0.2
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.1
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
−0.1
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
−0.1
−0.2
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.2
−0.1
0.0
0.0
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6. Conclusions and Limitations
Tourism has been a powerful tool for local destination development, however social concern
about its environmental impact is raising questions about the overall benefits of touristic activities at
a local level [76]. The associated environmental costs related to the tourism industry have a broad
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6. Conclusions and Limitations
Tourism has been a powerful tool for local destination development, however social concern
about its environmental impact is raising questions about the overall benefits of touristic activities at a
local level [76]. The associated environmental costs related to the tourism industry have a broad scope
that needs specific approaches [3].
In this paper, we work on the reduction of the environmental impact due to the electricity
consumption. More specifically, we focus on electricity demand forecast. The aim of electricity
prediction improvement is to reduce the economic and environmental impact caused by forecast errors
on electricity demand. Particularly, the environmental impact due to the generation of greenhouse gases
has been continuously increasing, despite the policies carried out to increase renewable energies [19].
This effect, in the electricity system, is caused mainly by the generation structure. The generation system
uses coal and diesel power plants to adapt to the demand. Demand errors increase the production of
these power plants and consequently, the pollution.
We followed Cardenas and Roselló [5], introducing the Daily Human Pressure Indicator, which
relates the arrivals and departures of passengers on a daily basis. Previous findings about the relation
of energy consumption with tourism pressure [29,32], a higher electricity consumption elasticity in
touristic areas [32] and the greater portion of the total electricity consumption due to tourism activities
suggested the use of tourism indicators to improve the electricity forecast in tourism areas. Then,
the introduction of DHPI makes sense in a context where tourism-related activities represent a large
portion of the local GDP. We analyse the demand and its relationship with tourism in the Balearic
Islands where tourism accounts for up to 45% of the GDP. Data indicates that electricity demand time
series are highly affected by the tourist variation. Thus, we developed a new model using DHPI to
improve forecasts. We present a new electric demand forecast model using the Holt–Winters model.
We checked the effectiveness of the new model using the data provided by REE and IBESTAT. The
results indicated that the model improves demand predictions up to 0.3% in MAPE. This improvement
would allow the TSO plan and supply a larger amount of the electricity from sustainable sources and
its impact would be equivalent to a reduction in CO2 emissions of around 200 Kg/hour.
Our study contributes to uncover the benefits of using relevant indicators related to the dominant
economic activity in an area to improve the electricity consumption forecast. The results have
relevant implications to TSO providers and policy makers. TSO providers might improve the electric
consumption forecast at a local level with data sources outside the electricity sector. Policy makers
might encourage the data exchange between public institutions and TSO to improve the forecast and
reduce the environmental impact. Moreover, policy makers might use information from electricity
consumption and tourism activity to evaluate the impact of environmental policies and actions taken
in a touristic area.
The analysis of this model has been limited to the Balearic Islands, in which tourism accounts for
a large portion of the GDP and DHPI is easily associated with the electricity demand as it is calculated
by the human arrival to and departure from the islands by sea or by air. The use of these indicators in
other tourist destinations might be limited by the number of these visitors accessing the area by other
means, such as car or train. However, this might be an interesting path for specific destinations where
tourist flow is easily controlled and the electrical balance is controlled by fossil fuel power plants.
Future research will have to verify this model in other similar tourist destinations, such as the Canary
Islands, to strengthen our conclusions.
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